TELEFÓNICA AND BOTECH FPI COMBINE THEIR CYBERSECURITY CAPABILITIES TO FIGHT AGAINST FRAUD IN THE BANKING SECTOR

- This partnership is aimed to exploit synergies between both companies in order to provide the fullest and most effective offer to their clients.

Madrid, May 31, 2019.- ElevenPaths, Telefónica Cybersecurity Unit, and BOTECH FPI, leader company in cybersecurity technology and fraud detection, have signed an agreement to offer protection services against fraud, especially intended for the banking sector. The scope of the agreement combines the experience of Telefónica in the field of cybersecurity, the operational capabilities of its Security Operation Centers (SOCs), as well as its global commercial network, together with BOTECH FPI specialized offer of cybersecurity services related to fraud prevention, detection and management.

Online fraud is a growing phenomenon and is constantly changing with every more sophisticated attacks. In just the last 4 months, BOTECH FPI has detected 1,200 malicious apps in some 200 unofficial application markets for Android (Google Play) and iOS (App Store). Also, in the last year it has registered an increase of 13.2% in banking malware and growth in phishing of 200% within this same time period.

This partnership is framed within the Telefónica strategy to broaden out its portfolio of security services and strengthen its offer of anti-fraud solutions. BOTECH FPI has a wide experience in fraud analysis and management, as well as great offer of prevention services aimed to minimize clients' risks.

Through this agreement, Telefónica integrates BOTECH FPI solutions into its managed security portfolio and enhances its range of services focused on fraud prevention, adding them to the remaining commercial offer provided from its SOCs. Initially, this agreement will be deployed in Spain, but later it will be expanded into other markets where Telefónica operates, in Latin America and Europe.

“We are very pleased with this agreement that will allow us to combine the best services of ElevenPaths with the proven capability of BOTECH FPI in the field of fraud, so strengthening our innovative cybersecurity offer”, said Pedro Pablo Pérez, Global Security VP at Telefónica and CEO of ElevenPaths. “Our ambition in the field of fraud is to become, jointly with BOTECH FPI, a benchmark for Spanish, European and Latin American markets. Fraud prevention is the first step in a partnership that will be expanded into further cybersecurity domains”.

Miguel Ángel Rojo, CEO of BOTECH FPI, highlighted that: “The agreement with Telefónica constitutes a great opportunity for BOTECH FPI that will allow us to reach much more clients and geographical regions, especially in Latin America, where currently we have an occasional presence. We have put in place an ambitious expansion process from our office in Mexico City”.
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About Telefónica
Telefónica is one of the largest telecommunications companies in the world by market capitalization and number of customers with a comprehensive offering and quality of connectivity that is delivered over world class fixed, mobile and broadband networks. As a growing company it prides itself on providing a differential experience based both on its corporate values and a public position that defends customer interests.

The company has a significant presence in 21 countries and over 322 million accesses around the world. Telefónica has a strong presence in Spain, Europe and Latin America, where the company focuses an important part of its growth strategy.

Telefónica is a 100% listed company, with more than 1.5 million direct shareholders. Its share capital currently comprises 4,975,199,197 ordinary shares traded on the Spanish Stock Market and on those in London, New York, Lima, and Buenos Aires.

More information:
telefonica.com
@Telefonica
pressoffice.telefonica.com

About ElevenPaths
At ElevenPaths, Telefónica Cyber Security Unit, we believe in the idea of challenging the current state of security, an attribute that must always be present in technology. We’re always redefining the relationship between security and people, with the aim of creating innovative security products which can transform the concept of security, thus keeping us one step ahead of attackers, who are increasingly present in our digital life.

More information:
www.elevenpaths.com
@ElevenPaths
blog.elevenpaths.com

About BOTECH FPI
BOTECH Fraud Prevention Intelligence —formerly known as GoNetFPI— has been specialized in fraud detection, cyberintelligence and cybersecurity for more than a decade. In Spain, they are leaders in online fraud operations and phishing detection and blocking. BOTECH FPI is one of the cybersecurity groundbreaking companies in the global banking sector. They have a team of 145 people specialized in analysis, intelligence, data science, machine learning and anti-fraud technologies. BOTECH FPI has offices in Madrid and Mexico City.

Twitter: @BOTECHFPI
LinkedIn: BOTECHFPI
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